To explore the relationship between the attributes of the rice panicle and its weight parameters, 6 different rice cultivars from Sihong City, Jiangsu Province, China were selected for sampling in 2017. Then, their weight parameters were measured. The images of rice panicles were scanned to obtain grain area. The significant correlation between the grain area and the panicle weight was found on the base of the analysis for the data obtained [1] . Now the weight and area data were present here for exploring the rapid yield estimation models and crop phenotype research.
A variance analysis of the rice yield related indices was performed, and the results are shown in Table 2 . The values of the indices were significantly lower for cultivar D than for all of the other cultivars except cultivar C, while the values of cultivar E were significantly higher than those of the other cultivars except cultivar A. These results indicated that there were significant differences in the panicle attributes among the six cultivars.
1.1. The correlation between the rice panicle weight parameters(y) and the grain area(x) for 6 different cultivars Table 3 shows that the determinant coefficients of grain area and the different weight parameters were similar to each other within a given cultivar; All the R 2 of the prediction models are all above 0.8300, this result indicated that the model could predict the panicle weight parameters from grain area well within a cultivar and that prediction accuracy varied slightly among different cultivars.
Experimental design, materials and methods
The methods for obtaining weight parameters and grain area were the same as the paper indicated [1] , Panicles of 6 japonica rice cultivars and 200 panicles of each cultivars were sampled, and then the data related to weight were measured with an electronic balance. The panicle images were acquired by a scanner and the images were processed by the feature extraction algorithm of grain area developed for MATLAB [1] . The statistical analysis were performed using SPSS Statistics 25.0.
Conclusion and implications of the study
The conclusion from the data is that grain weights are mainly determined by its panicle grain areas for each rice cultivars. The results indicate that a new and fast rice yield estimation method could be developed for practical use.
Specifications Table

Subject area
Agricultural and Biological Science More specific subject area Image processing, crop yield estimation Type of data Data are included in this article and part of the raw data uploaded into the system as supplement.
Value of the Data
These data describe the weight parameters of 6 different rice cultivars, which include the panicle weight, total grain weight and unfilled grain weight. The data showed that the panicle area was the main determinant of the grain weight for each rice cultivar [1] .
Considering the strategic roles to promoting the intelligence of agriculture, the data from this study can be used by policy makers and researchers to estimate the rice yields rapidly, especially for the breeding, food regulation and trading sectors. 
